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Wright Peak
All over the US, many historical sites, general places, and even animals have been
renamed. Many of these changes were sparked by George Floyd’s death on May 25, 2020. Floyd
was an African-American male who was murdered by the police during an arrest after he
allegedly used a counterfeit 20 dollar bill at a convenience store. This event and the growth of
Black Lives Matter protests caused people to remove racist and offensive names from locations
all over the United States. However, some of these changes were imposed to make these names
more historically accurate. Even in Boulder, Colorado, there are opportunities to rename
important places to honor Boulder’s true history.
Can you imagine Boulder without its open space? Even though many people are familiar
with the magnificent open space Boulder possesses, many people are not aware of the history of
how this came to be. To change this and show Boulder's genuine history, it would be beneficial
to rename some of Boulder’s open space. Here I argue that a prominent peak, Bald Mountain,
should be renamed Wright Peak. The scenic area surrounding the mountain, which includes a
parking lot and picnic benches, should be renamed Wright Peak Scenic Area. This new name is
in honor of Ruth Wright, perhaps the most influential
person in Boulder’s history.
Ruth Wright moved to Boulder in 1957, because of
the beautiful mountainous landscape. As Boulder became a
popular place to live, Wright was concerned about
Boulders’ growth, which would lead to development in the
foothills. Ruth Wright told me in an interview, on

December 11, 2021, “Boulder was growing at 7% a year, and that means doubling the population
in ten years,” she stated. She felt this sprawl would ruin Boulder’s beautiful scenery. Therefore,
in 1967, Wright helped organize a meeting to discuss the preservation of open space in Boulder.
Over 250 people attended the conference, including the mayor, Penfield Tate II, who was the
keynote speaker. At the conference, the attendees thought up the idea of implementing a sales tax
to acquire additional open space in Boulder. The bill passed with flying colors, and it was
determined that 40% of sales tax collected would be given to purchasing open space in Boulder.
Bald Mountain was one of the first pieces of open space acquired after Boulder implemented the
sales tax. This was the first sales tax to acquire and preserve open space in the United States.
Wright helped not only to acquire Boulder’s open space, but she also preserved the view
of the open space by limiting the heights of buildings in Boulder. In 1971, many people in
Boulder’s government were considering building high-rise buildings to fuel the economy. Wright
was concerned about how this would affect Boulder. “I didn’t want downtown Boulder to look
like downtown Denver,” she said. Hence, she tried to create a law limiting building heights in
Boulder. However, much of the population was more interested in generating money than
preserving the view of Boulder’s open space. Wright generated
support for her idea by petitioning from door to door. Later, it was
supported by a vote on Boulder’s ballot and is now in Boulder’s
charter. “Now people are so supportive that I can’t imagine anybody
saying let’s sell our open space or build high-rise buildings,” Ruth
Wright says. Both her preservation actions, purchasing open space
and limiting build heights, have positively influenced many aspects of
Boulder.

To help understand the importance of Ruth Wright, it is important to recognize the
importance of open space in Boulder. Boulder’s open space affects many aspects of the city. For
example, our open space has affected Boulder’s reputation. Boulder is well known all over the
country for its quality and quantity of open space. According to the OSMP, Boulder’s Open
Space and Mountain Parks, in total Boulder has over 46,000 acres of open space. Boulder has
over 155 miles of developed and maintained trails. This illustrates that Boulder takes pride in its
open space. In many people’s eyes, Boulder would not be the same without open space.
Boulder’s open space also affects the economy. People who want to visit Boulder's open space
fuel boulder’s tourism industry. Many people travel to Boulder every year to see the beautiful
trails, parks, and mountains. These visitors help Boulder accumulate two million dollars a year.
Ruth Wright’s actions have also influenced Boulder’s culture. According to the Webster
Dictionary culture is, “the beliefs, customs, arts, etc., of a particular society, group, place, or
time.” Much of Boulder’s beliefs, customs, and arts revolve around the open space. For example,
you cannot go to any public place in Boulder without encountering a painting of Boulder’s
landscape. The culture here would not be the same without Boulder’s Open Space. This proves
that Ruth Wright has affected Boulder's reputation, economy, and culture. The renaming of a
remarkable site, Bald Mountain, should honor her decisions.
Even though the name “Bald Mountain'' is not racist or offensive, it is very generic. The
mountain’s historical significance could be better illustrated with an altered name. The reason for
this name is that the mountain appears bald, with minimal trees and bushes. According to the
self-titled website, Boulder County Parks and
Open Space, ” There are over 300 Bald
Mountains in the United States, close to 30 in

Colorado and four in Boulder County alone,” Not only is the name generic, but it also does not
reflect the historical significance of the site. The fact that it shares the name Bald Mountain with
300 other mountains within the country suggests that it is not a unique place. However, Bald
Mountain is a historically significant place and thus deserves an improved name. To change this,
there are two things that should be done. First, we should rename the Bald Mountain to Wright
Peak. Second, similarly rename the scenic area, which includes the parking lot and picnic tables,
to Wright Peak Scenic Area. Finally, it would be valuable to create a plaque describing how Bald
Mountain is historically significant and how Ruth Wright affected Boulder’s history. Thus, the
visitors who went to the scenic area would be informed of the importance of the area. Renaming
the peak in honor of Ruth Wright would help many people know that Bald Mountain was one of
the first pieces of acquired open space after her efforts to pass the first sales tax to preserve open
space in the entire United States. People could recognize its historical significance in the open
space movement that is central to Boulder.
In conclusion, it would be beneficial to rename Bald Mountain to Wright Peak and the
Bald Mountain Scenic Area to the Wright Peak Scenic Area. Ruth Wright had an enormous
impact on Boulder as we know it. Additionally, it is important to recognize the importance of
Bald Mountain, one of the first pieces of land acquired after Boulder implemented the first sales
tax to preserve open space in all the United States. This was all made possible by Ruth Wright.
She has affected over 100,000 lives of people who call Boulder home. Boulder’s reputation
would not be the same without its open space. Boulder’s economy would not be the same
without its open space. Boulder’s culture would not be the same without its open space. And
Boulder’s open space would not be the same without Ruth Wright.
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